ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
he was beginning his preparations for war, which the Tsar on
his side felt competent to meet. Troops to the number, all told,
of nearly 700,000 men, over 600,000 of whom were destined to
join in the invasion, were being gathered by Napoleon, The
distant Spanish field, already so severely weakened, was sacri-
ficed to the great effort, under the idea that, should that effort
succeed, the French power could return at will and re-establish
itself completely in the Peninsula.
Thus was the turning-point reached in the story of that effort
to make a united Europe through the Revolutionary wars. At
midsummer 1812 the greatest force yet assembled in Europe
crossed the Russian frontier and began the invasion.
The Effect on Spain. The effect of the new situation on
Spain was what might have been expected. The French forces,
dwindling in fighting value and declining in numbers, fell back
before the Anglo-Spanish advance. But here Wellington had
again miscalculated; he entered Madrid while Napoleon's
brother, who had been made King of Spain, retired eastward,
and this was in the month of August 1812. But the occupation
of the capital could not last; the French troops summoned up
from the south and those converging from the north made the
holding of the centre of the country in a regular fashion im-
possible, and once again Wellington fell back in his turn upon
Portugal. The real issue was to be decided, and could only be
decided, in Russia. V*
The Russian Campaign. Two main bodies—the northern
with Napoleon along the high road from Kovno to Moscow, the
southern one under his brother mainly from round Warsaw—
were designed to converge in the neighbourhood of Smolensk,
and pinch the Russian forces between them, for the Russian
armies were not as numerous as the invaders. But Napoleon's
brother was slow in starting and slow in execution; the retreat
of the Russians was successful; they escaped from the pincers,
and Napoleon reached Smolensk without a decision.
Some advised him to winter there; but the difficulty of
handling this enormous mass of men and provisioning them,
especially under winter conditions, the already immense length
of his communications, and the strain to which his allies and
Fiance herself were being subjected by this new effort made
the Emperor decide to go forward and obtain, if possible, the
hoped-for decision. About a week's march from Moscow the
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